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Service Bulletin - Splice Tube Pins

Descrip  on: 
Since April 1st, we started shipping the Splice Tubes with 4 pins (instead of 2) and a new instruc  on label. 
Some dealers have already been installing extra pins for a while and we agree with this policy as it clears up 
any confusion that may exist currently on properly matching 2 holes of the Splice Tube with 2 beam holes. 
With 4 pins, you simply use all 4 holes of the tube and eliminate any confusion.

Course of Ac  on:  
This is not a mandatory upgrade as the exis  ng fastening method is adequate and safe when installed correctly 
per the old label instruc  ons (old labels are s  ll available). The reason for this bulle  n is that we have found 
that when mixing Splice Tubes using 2 pins with tubes that have 4 pins, the customer gets confused on what’s 
right. Fact is they are both right, but in the interest of avoiding confusion, we recommmend:
1. Do not mix Splice Tubes with 2 and 4 pins on the same job site.
2. Upgrade your fl eet with new labels and 2 extra pins:

WL-ST   Warning Label, WL-ST
110110 Hitch Pin, 3/4x4-1/2

We regret the confusion that this has caused and sincerely hope this will not cause too much inconvenience for 
you. As always, we strive to con  nuously improve our products as new informa  on and technology becomes 
available. For further ques  ons, please contact Tom Dejong at 561-616-9003.

Thank you for your understanding,

Tom Dejong
Vice President
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